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Partner Liaison Security Operations 

[PLSO] Nigeria

Implementing Partner Briefing on 

PLSO Services and Engagement



Acting as a force multiplier for building a community of risk practitioners 

within Nigeria in order to avoid or mitigate security risks, to empower a 

professional, timely and effective response to an emergent or occurring 

threat, and to enable more effective delivery of USAID goals in Nigeria.
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PLSO Nigeria Project Mission
Enhancing resiliency within USAID Nigeria programs

Protecting:

• People

• Operations

• Facilities

• Assets

• Information

• Business interests

• Reputation
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A blending of cultures, experiences, 

qualifications and competencies

• RSM PMU Support Team

• Chief of Party

• Senior Information Officer

• Deputy Information Officer(s)

• Analysts / Trainers

• Operations Administration

The Risk and Strategic 

Management [RSM] 

PLSO Nigeria Team 



Advice

Reporting

Briefings

ISEReLearning

Templates Training

Vendors



• Provide advice

• Offer training and briefings

• Issue alerts

• Provide studies and reports

• Map resources and partners

• Just-In-Time advice and training

What we do

• Tell you what to do

• Countermand your organizational

standards and practices

• Write your plans

• Justify costs or vendor selection

What we do NOT do



• Standardization of leadership

and skills training.

• Creating a common language

or resilience.

• Sharing real-time and action-

based threat reporting.

• Proactively planning against

predictable risks.

• Creating forums for

networking and

collaboration.

• Establishing externally-certified learner

journeys.

• Assisting in defining and articulating

the value of risk management.

• Providing opportunities for

recognition.

• Providing the tools to codify standards

and practice.

• Useful reports, studies, articles and

White Papers.

A Community of Risk Practitioners
Resilience through knowledge and collaboration

Generating an enthusiasm to learn and collaborate.



Information Sharing and Emergency Reporting
ISER System: a collaborative tool, helping create a resilient IP 

community

• Incident reporting.

• Emergency checklists and reporting forms.

• Security document templates.

• Awareness building videos and tutorials.

• Training events and forum meetings.

• Useful vendors and supplier information.

• Community notice board for collaboration.

• Useful reports, studies and articles.



Chief of Party and Country Directors

The program includes 44 modules of 

instruction across over 26 hours of 

potential learning. The 8 core learning 

modules comprise 4 hours of learning, with 

an additional 36 elective modules providing 

opportunities for leaders to explore 

specific topics in greater detail. 

Security Manager and Focal Points 

The program includes 32 modules of 

instruction across over 23 hours of 

potential learning. The 7 core learning 

modules comprise 5 hours of learning, with 

an additional 25 elective modules providing 

opportunities to either consolidate existing 

professional knowledge or explore new 

subjects.

Certified Leadership eLearning Programs
Building leadership capacity through eLearning

Providing Institute of Leadership Management 

[ILM], Society of Human Resource 

Management [SHRM] and Human Resource 

Certification Institute [HRCI] certified.

https://vimeopro.com/rsmanimation/ngosfpdevprog
https://vimeopro.com/rsmanimation/copcdrrlp-marketing


Chiefs of Party and Country Directors

1. Risk Management Workshop

2. Operational Security Management

Workshop

3. Emergency Management Workshop

Security Managers and Focal Points

1. Risk Management Course

2. Operational Security Management

Course

3. Emergency Management Course

Instructor-Led Leadership Training and Workshops
Building and validating capability within teams

Local Incident Management Team Exercising Program

The PLSO team can leverage a deep library of emergency scenarios to train and test 

the management team in planning for, reacting to, managing, and recovering from 

emergency situations.

Running open training courses and workshops, or responding to demand-

driven requirements at the PLSO office AND at your locations.

https://vimeopro.com/rsmanimation/limt-marketing


• Conducting site visits to

provide advice and

training.

• Assisting with facility risk

assessments.

• Provide input into

security plans, guidelines

and protocols.

• Assisting with critical

event planning.

• Providing security

briefings.

• Engage with Security Managers and

Focal Points.

• Brief Global Security Directors and

teams.

Risk Advisory Support and Critical Event Planning
Providing practical advice and support 

We run Critical Event Planning Workshops



• Gathering and analyzing real-time
threat information from the IP
community and other sources –
and disseminate this for IP
community-wide use.

• Producing real-time threat alerts
[SMS / email] to enable time-
sensitive decision making.

• Developing weekly security
reports to build awareness of
spatial patterns and thematic
trends of security incidents,
enabling information-led planning
and decision-making.

• Producing annual security

studies with statistical data and

analysis.

• Providing in-person briefings to

USAID IP leaders on operating

areas and periods of elevated

risk.

• Producing security studies and

reports on topics of interest

and relevance.

• Disseminating 3rd party studies,

reports, articles and materials

to the community.

Threat Alerts and Security Reporting
Enabling knowledge led decision making



• Providing a web-based ‘Know-before-You-Go’ video for international 

staff deploying to Nigeria.

• Providing arrival briefings for staff on safety, security and cultural 

awareness.

• Providing useful pre-deployment written advisories.
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Pre-Deployment and Arrival Briefings
Reducing individual risks for international staff



• Providing guidance on how to codify standards and practices within

document systems.

• Offering a Security Plan online tutorial on document frame-working.

• Providing document frameworks for Security Plans and sub plans.

• Advising on Security Plan and subcomponent plan inputs.
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Security Document Templates and Tutorials
Codifying standards and practices through document systems



• All-staff training for.

– Criminal risks.

– Civil disorder events.

– Natural disasters.

– Serious disease outbreaks.

– Surveillance awareness.

– IED and UXO hazards.

– Threats posed by armed groups.

This includes instructor-led and Virtual 

Reality video game classes.

• Female staff safety and

security awareness training.

• Safe Driver Training theory

courses for fleet drivers on

road safety and security.

All Staff and Driver Awareness and Skills
Developing individual awareness to control risk



The standard range of PLSO services, as well as:

• Security-related information to shape early decision-making.

• First-time pre-deployment and arrival briefings.

• Draft frameworks for Security Plans and other associated tools.

• Stakeholder networking and engagement support.

• Mapping local resource and support options.

Program Start-Up Risk Management Support
Assisting in building foundational resilience



Need Fusion Point 
Articulating your needs to USAID

The RSM PLSO Nigeria team can serve to consolidate the concerns and 

needs of the community, and channel these to USAID.

• Trends and patterns

• Hot issues

This approach is designed to add 
weight and focus to how 
Implementing Partners address –
as a collective – common security 
risk management issues.



What we ask from you

• Nominate a focal point.

• Attend meetings and events.

• Take advantage of the

training.

• Use ISER and the PLSO’s

other web-based resources.

• Report security incidents

and any threat-related

information.

• Ask for assistance!

• Tell us what YOU want!

Shaping the Mission and Focus of the PLSO Project 
As the End User you can shape what we do!

The RSM PLSO Nigeria team is here to support 

YOUR needs!

Your contributions will strengthen the PLSO 

project.

You can also provide useful information and 

resources for the mutual benefit of all.



PLSO Chief of Party: Malcom McNally

Email: copplsonigeria@rsmconsulting.us


